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Abstract
In this paper we consider the nonsimultaneous multiprocessor scheduling problem, or NMSP
for short. The NMSP is a makespan minimization scheduling problem which involves the nonpre-
emptive assignment of independent jobs on m parallel machines with dierent starting times. It is
well known that the longest processing time (LPT) algorithm and the modied LPT(MLPT) algo-
rithm yield schedules with makespans bounded by 32 − 12m and 4=3 times the optimum makespan,
respectively. In this paper, we show that the best known worst-case performance bound, 4=3
of the MLPT, is tight by constructing a worst-case example. Then, we employ the bin-packing
heuristic algorithm called the MULTIFIT to solve the NMSP and show that the makespan of
the schedule generated by the MULTIFIT algorithm is bounded by 9=7 + 2−k times the opti-
mum makespan, where k is the selected number of the major iterations in the MULTIFIT. This
worst-case bound of the MULTIFIT algorithm is, so far, the best bound for the NMSP and
the tightness of the bound is still an open question. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider the nonsimultaneous multiprocessor scheduling problem, or NMSP for
short. The NMSP involves the nonpreemptive assignment of n independent jobs to m
machines with dierent starting times while minimizing the makespan.
The NMSP certainly belongs to the NP-complete class [2] and hence the focus of
the theoretical research concerning the NMSP has been the analysis of the worst-case
performance of various heuristic methods.
When all starting times are exactly the same, it is well known that the LPT algorithm
[3] has a \tight" worst-case performance bound of 43 − 13m . In Coman et al. (1978)
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[1] another heuristic for this special case, called MULTIFIT, is given which is based
on bin packing and the \tight" bound for MULTIFIT is proved to be 13=11 [5].
For the general cases of the NMSP, Lee [4] proposed two algorithms, the LPT and
the modied LPT(MLPT), and showed that the LPT algorithm and the MLPT algo-
rithm yield schedules with makespans bounded by 32 − 12m and 4=3 times the optimum
makespan, respectively. The 4=3 bound of the MLTP is the best known theoretical
bound and the tightness of this bound has been an open question.
In this paper, we show that Lee’s 4=3 bound for the MLPT is tight by constructing
a worst-case example. Then, we employ MULTIFIT algorithm in order to achieve
the better worst-case bound and show that the MULTIFIT algorithm with k major
iterations(called MF[k]) yields a schedule with the makespan bounded by 9=7 + 2−k
times the optimum makespan. The tightness of the bound for MULTIFIT is still an
open question.
We formally dene NMSP in Section 2. In Section 3, an example is presented to
show that Lee’s 4=3 bound for the MLPT is tight. Then, in Section 4, we describe how
we employ the MULTIFIT algorithm to solve the NMSP. In Section 5, we introduce the
concept of the minimal counterexample and analyze its properties. Using the properties
of the minimal counterexample, we establish the theoretical worst-case bound for the
the makespan of the schedule obtained through the MULTIFIT in Section 6.
2. Denitions
An instance of the NMSP can be specied by the set J = fa1; a2; : : : ; ang of n
independent jobs with lengths of l(a1); l(a2); : : : ; l(an) and the set Sm = fs1; s2; : : : ; smg
of the starting times of m nonsimultaneous parallel machines. Such instance of the
NMSP is denoted by (J; Sm). For the ease of notation, we assume that the set J and
Sm are always sorted so that si>si+1 for 16i6m−1 and l(aj)>l(aj+1) for 16j6n−1.
A schedule for (J; Sm) can be thought of as a partition P= hP1; P2; : : : ; Pmi of the job
set J into m disjoint sets, one for each machine. The makespan for the schedule P,
denoted by z(P), is then obtained as max16i6m si+l(Pi) where for any X  J; l(X ) de-
notes
P
x2X l(x). The optimum makespan for (J; Sm) is denoted by z
(J; Sm)=min z(P),
where the minimization is over all schedules P.
The performance ratio for an algorithm A is dened by
R(A)=sup

max16i6m si+ l(Pi)
z(J; Sm)
:P is a schedule by A for all instances J and Sm

:
3. A worst case instance for the MLPT algorithm
The best known worst-case performance bound of the algorithms proposed for the
NMSP is 4=3 of the algorithm MLPT [4]. However, the tightness of the bound has been
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Fig. 1. (a) The optimum schedule. (b) The schedule, generated by MLPT.
an open question. In the following example, we construct an instance of the NMSP,
showing that Lee’s 4=3 bound is indeed tight.
Example 1. Consider the three-machines scheduling problem with the following data:
J = fa1; : : : ; a4g with lengths 1=2− ; 1=2− 2; 1=3+2; 1=3+ , and Sm= f1=2+2; 1=2
+ ; 1=3− 3g, where  is a very small number. An optimum and MLPT schedule are
presented for the given data in Fig. 1, where x and x0 denote job length and starting
time, respectively.
Fig. 1(a) shows that the optimum schedule for this example has the makespan of 1
and Fig. 1(b) shows that the schedule generated by the MLPT has the makespan of
( 12 − )+ (12 − 2)+ (13 − 3)=4=3− 6. If  is suciently small, R(MLPT)=4=3, that
is, the bound of 4=3 is tight.
4. The algorithm MF
In this section, we describe how to employ the MULTIFIT algorithm to handle
the NMSP. The MULTIFIT algorithm is based on the bin-packing heuristic algorithm
called the rst-t decreasing (FFD). For a given instance (J; Sm), the FFD algorithm
assigns jobs to the machines and checks if it could assign all the jobs to the machines
without exceeding the specied makespan C. The detailed description of the FFD is
the following:
Boolean function FFD(J; Sm; C)
begin FFD := true; i := 1; j := 1;
for k from 1to m do begin Pk := fg; end
repeat if si + l(Pi) + l(aj)6C
then begin Pi :=Pi [ fajg; j := j + 1; i := 1; end
else i := i + 1;
until (j>n or i>m)
if i>m then FFD := false;
end
We observe the following properties due to the obvious nature of the FFD algorithm.
First, FFD(J; Sm; C) = true implies the fact that the FFD could construct a schedule
P = hP1; P2; : : : ; Pmi with its makespan, z(P), equal to or less than C. On the other
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hand, FFD(J; Sm; C)= false implies that we must increase the value of C to construct a
schedule using the FFD algorithm. The MULTIFIT algorithm is a kind of binary search
developed on the basis of this observation. With respect to a given problem instance
(J; Sm), the initial interval that the MULTIFIT starts with is dened by CL(J; Sm) and
CU (J; Sm);
CL(J; Sm) = max
8<
:s1; l(a1);
0
@ mX
i=1
si +
nX
j=1
l(aj)
1
A,m
9=
; ;
CU (J; Sm) = max
8<
:s1 + l(a1); 2
0
@ mX
i=1
si +
nX
j=1
l(aj)
1
A,m
9=
; :
Then, we could prove the following lemma which is similar to [1].
Lemma 1. (a) For all C<CL(J; Sm); FFD(J; Sm; C) = false.
(b) For all C>CU (J; Sm); FFD(J; Sm; C) = true.
Proof. The part (a) is obvious. If (b) is false, there exists C>CU (J; Sm) such that
FFD(J; Sm; C) = false. Let ak be the rst unassigned job and P be the FFD schedule
for the rst k − 1 jobs. If jPij = 0 for some i, then si + l(ak)>C>CU (J; Sm)>s1
+ l(a1), which leads to a contradiction since s1>; : : : ;>si and l(a1)>; : : : ;>l(ak).
Hence jPij>1 for all 16i6m.
If l(ak)6C=2, then si + l(Pi)>C=2 for all i = 1; : : : ; m. Therefore,
mX
i=1
si + l(J )>
mX
i=1
(si + l(Pi))>mC=2>mCU (J; Sm)=2>
mX
i=1
si + l(J );
which is a contraction. Next assume that l(ak)>C=2. Since jPij>1 and l(a1)>; : : : ;>
l(ak); l(Pi)>C=2 and we again have
Pm
i=1 si+l(J )>mC=2, so a contradiction results
for the same reason as above. Hence, the lemma follows.
We want to give a bound which are valid for all job sets and for all machine systems.
To this end, we dene the \expansion factor" as
r = inffrj8J;8Sm; FFD(J; Sm; r z(J; Sm)) = trueg:
In fact, this expansion factor r can be proved to have the \monotonicity" property as
stated in the following Lemma 2. Since the proof is similar to the proof as given in
[1], we state the lemma without its proof here.
Lemma 2. For all J; Sm and any r> r; FFD(J; Sm; r z(J; Sm)) = true.
This \monotonicity" property enables us to employ a kind of binary search called
MULTIFIT in nding a schedule with its makespan being close to the expansion fac-
tor times the optimum makespan. The algorithm MULTIFIT starts with the interval
[CL(J; Sm); CU (J; Sm)] and performs k binary searches while reducing the interval by
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half at each binary search, where k is set according to any desired precision. The
MULTIFIT with k binary search iteration is denoted by MF[k] and can be described
as follows.
Procedure MF[k](J; Sm)
begin CL :=CL(J; Sm); CU :=CU (J; Sm);
for i from 1 to k do
begin C := (CL+ CU )=2;
if FFD(J; Sm; C) = true then CU :=C;
else CL :=C;
end
end
Note that the value returned as the nal CU is the smallest value of C found for which
FFD(J; Sm; C) = true and the FFD schedule can be generated by a single additional
application of FFD with the nal value of CU .
Also note that the MF[k] can be implemented to require only O(n log n + m log
+ kn logm) steps including the initial sorting of the lengths and the starting times [1].
During the execution of the algorithm MF[k], the size of the interval [CL,CU ] is
reduced by half at each iteration. It is therefore obvious to see the following theorem
is true.
Theorem 1 (Coman, Garey and Johnson [1]). For all m>2 and for all k>1;
R(MF[k])6 r + (12)
k :
It is very important to note that R(MF[k])6 r + (12)
k if FFD(J; Sm; r z(J; Sm)) = true
for all J and Sm. This says that we can prove that r is less than or equal to a certain
bound q, by showing that FFD(J; Sm; qz(J; Sm))=true for all J and Sm, or equivalently,
showing that there is no problem instance (J; Sm) such that FFD(J; Sm; qz(J; Sm))=false.
In the later part of this paper, we prove that r69=7 by showing that there is no
problem instance (J; Sm) such that FFD(J; Sm; 97 z
(J; Sm)) = false.
5. Properties of the minimal counterexample
In this paper, we claim and prove that r69=7. If this claim is false, there must exist
a problem instance (J; Sm) such that FFD(J; Sm; 97 z
(J; Sm)) = false. Such a problem
instance (J; Sm) is called a counterexample.
To facilitate our argument, we introduce the concept of minimal counterexample.
The minimal counterexample is a counterexample (J; Sm) satisfying; no set of fewer
than m machines can be used to provide a counterexample and given such m, no other
counterexample contains fewer than jJ j jobs. We use (J; Sm) to denote the minimal
counterexample in this and the following sections. Due to the minimality, the algorithm
FFD would assign all the jobs except the last job an and terminate with an incomplete
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schedule. Let P=hP1; P2; : : : ; Pmi be the incomplete schedule for the job set J nfang that
the algorithm FFD came up with when it terminated. Also, let P = hP1 ; P2 ; : : : ; Pmi
be the optimum schedule.
For the ease of notation, we assume that all the lengths of jobs and starting times
are scaled so that z(J; Sm)=1, i.e., we divide all the lengths of jobs and starting times
by z(J; Sm). By Pi=fx1; : : : ; xkg we mean that the jobs fx1; : : : ; xkg are assigned to the
machine i in the order of x1; : : : ; xk , and we use Pi[k] to denote the kth job assigned
to the machine i. For the analysis of the minimal counterexample, we introduce the
concept of domination which is similar to the one developed in [1].
Denition 1. Pi dominates Pk if si>sk and there exists 1{1 mapping f : P

k ! Pi
such that for each job y 2 Pk if y 2 Pi then f(y) = y; l(y)6l(f(y)) otherwise.
Lemma 3. Pi cannot dominate Pk for all 16i; k6m.
Proof. Suppose we have such domination, that is, Pi dominates Pk . We will construct
another counterexample (J 0; Sm−1) from (J; Sm), which contradicts the presumed mini-
mality of (J; Sm). Dene J 0 to be J −Pi. And delete si from Sm to construct Sm−1. We
will construct a schedule P0 from P by the following procedure. Firstly we let P0 be
P. In P0, replace si with sk and for each job y in Pk switch y and f(y). Furthermore,
after removing all the jobs that belong to Pi from P0 and deleating P0k from P
0; P0 be-
comes a schedule for (J 0; Sm−1). We can verify that z(J 0; Sm−1)6z(P0)6z(J; Sm)
and FFD(J 0; Sm−1; 97 z
(J 0; Sm−1)) = false, due to the nature of FFD. This contradicts
the presumed minimality of (J; Sm). Therefore the lemma follows.
From the fact that all the jobs in J except an were assigned in P, we can derive the
lower bound on l(an).
Lemma 4. l(an)> 2=7.
Proof. Since the algorithm FFD failed to assign the job an; si + l(Pi) + l(an)> 9=7
for 16i6m. Hence,
mX
i=1
(si + l(Pi)) + ml(an)>
9
7
m:
Note that
mX
i=1
(si + l(Pi)) + l(an)6m:
So l(an)> (m=(m− 1))(9=7− 1) and thus l(an)> 2=7.
This lemma implies that the lengths of all the jobs in J exceed 2=7. Using the
domination property and this lemma, we show that each Pi must contain at least two
jobs and at most three jobs.
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Lemma 5. 26jPi j63.
Since all the jobs have lengths greater than 2=7; jPi j63. Next we show that jPi j>2.
If jPi j = 0; Pi dominates Pi which is a contradiction to Lemma 3. Suppose that
Pi = fajg and consider the following four possible cases.
Case 1. aj = an.
It is clear that l(Pi)> 2=7 since si + l(an)61 and si + l(Pi) + l(an)> 9=7. This
means that Pi is not empty and moreover Pi must contain a job whose length is greater
than or equal to l(an), since an is the shortest job. Then, Pi dominates Pi .
Case 2. aj is not an and aj 2 Pi
Pi dominates Pi . So a contradiction.
Case 3. aj is not an and aj 2 Pk for some k < i.
Note sk>si, since k < i. Hence, Pk dominates Pi .
Case 4. aj is not an and aj 2 Pk for some k > i.
Let P0i be the set of jobs that was assigned to Pi before the assignment of the job
aj to Pi is being considered. Since aj 2 Pk for some k > i; si + l(P0i ) + l(aj)> 9=7.
Hence, l(P0i )> 2=7 which implies that Pi is not empty. If we let ar be the job in the
set P0i ; l(ar)>l(aj) since ar was assigned before aj. Therefore, Pi dominates P

i .
All of the above cases lead to a contradiction to Lemma 3. Hence, jPi j>2.
Using the fact that jPi j>2, we can establish an upper bound on the length of each
job as stated in the next lemma.
Lemma 6. l(aj) + l(an)61 for all 16j<n: That is; l(aj)< 5=7; for all 16j6n.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a job aj such that l(aj) + l(an)> 1 and aj 2 Pi .
Since an is the shortest job, l(aj) + l(ak)> 1 for all k. Then Pi cannot contain any
job other than aj, implying jPi j= 1. This is a contradiction to Lemma 5.
The next lemma obtains the upper and lower bound on the number of the jobs in Pi.
Lemma 7. 16jPij64.
Proof. Since l(aj)> 2=7 for all j = 1; : : : ; n; Pi can not contain more than four jobs,
that is, jPij64. Next suppose jPij=0, for some i. This implies that si+l(an)> 9=7> 1.
Then si + l(aj)>si + l(an)> 9=7> 1 for all j= 1; : : : ; n; which implies jPi j= 0. This
contradicts Lemma 5.
During the execution of the FFD algorithm, the longest job is considered rst among
the unassigned jobs. Due to this nature of the FFD algorithm, we could prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 8. l(Pi[1])>l(Pi+1[1]); for 16i6m− 1.
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Proof. Assume that l(Pi[1])<l(Pi+1[1]). Then si + l(Pi+1[1])> 9=7, since otherwise
Pi+1[1] would have assigned to the machine i. Since l(Pi+1[1])< 5=7 by Lemma 6,
si > 4=7. This means that jPi j61 since the length of any job is greater than 2=7,
contradicting Lemma 5.
6. Proof of the main result
In this section we prove that the minimal counterexample does not exist. This proof
is based on the enumerative investigation of the FFD schedule P and the optimum
schedule P. As established in the previous section, we know that 16jPij64 and
26jPi j63 for all i. Using the fact, we classify the machines as the following;
Denition 2. Mk = fi: jPij= k; 16i6mg for 16k64.
Mk = fi: jPi j= k; 16i6mg for 26k63.
Also, we dene mk to be the number of elements in the set Mk . In the later part
of our discussion, the machine with maximum index in each set Mk , k , has great
signicance which is dened as follows.
Denition 3. k =maxfi: i 2 Mkg for 16k64.
Note that si6sk for all i 2 Mk by denition and the number of jobs n is equal to
m1 + 2m2 + 3m3 + 4m4 + 1.
The next lemma obtains the lower bounds on s1 and l(P1 [1]) which can also be
used as the lower bounds on si and l(Pi[1]) for each machine i in the set M1.
Lemma 9. (a)s1> 2=7.
(b) l(P1 [1])> 4=7.
Proof. Note that
s1 + l(P1 [1]) + l(an)> 9=7; (1)
l(P1 [1]) + l(an)61 (by Lemma 6): (2)
By Eqs. (1) and (2), s1> 2=7.
Since P1 must contain at least two jobs,
s1 + 2l(an)61: (3)
Hence by Eqs. (1) and (3), l(P1 [1])> 2=7 + l(an)> 4=7. Therefore, the lemma
follows.
By Lemmas 8 and 9 we have for all i 2 M1,
l(Pi[1])>l(P1 [1])> 4=7: (4)
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If a job with its length greater than 4=7 is assigned to Pi it is true that jPi j< 3,
namely, jPi j= 2, since jPi j>2 (Lemma 5).
In order to understand where the jobs that were assigned to the machines in the set
M1 are located in the optimum schedule P, we need the following denition.
Denition 4. k = jfPr[1]: Pr[1] 2
S
i2Mk P

i ; r 2 M1gj for 16k64.
One thing to be noted here is that Lemma 9 together with Lemma 5 implies 1 = 0
as stated and proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 10. 1 = 0.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a machine i 2 M1 such that Pi contains a job assigned
to the machine in the set M1 in the FFD schedule P. By Lemma 5, Pi must contain at
least two jobs. Hence, l(Pi )> 2=7+4=7=6=7. However, if i 2 M1, si>s1> 2=7 due
to Lemma 9. This implies that si+l(Pi )> 2=7+6=7> 1, which is a clear contradiction.
We cannot guarantee the existence of i for all i, since there may not exist any
machine with exactly one, two, three, or four jobs in the FFD schedule P. However,
we can prove that there exists at least one machine with exactly two jobs in P, as
implied by the next lemma.
Lemma 11. 2> 0 or M2 \M3 6= ;.
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false, namely, 2 = 0 and M2 \M3 = ;. Note that
this assumption implies 3 + 4 = m1, by Lemma 10.
If we dene nk to be
P
i2Mk jPi j, for k=1; 2; 3 and 4, then n=n1+n2+n3+n4. First
we consider n1. Note that si>s1> 2=7 for all i 2 M1 (Lemma 9). This implies that
jPi j is exactly two for all i 2 M1, i.e., n1 = 2m1. Next, it is easy to see that n2 = 2m2
since we assumed that fi: i 2 M2 \M3 g= ;.
Finally we consider n3 and n4. From Eq. (4), we see that Pi could contain at most
one of the jobs that were assigned to Pi for some i 2 M1. Furthermore, if Pi includes
one of the jobs that were assigned to Pi for some i 2 M1, jPi j must be two. Hence,
n3623 + 3(m3 − 3) and n4624 + 3(m3 − 4).
Therefore,
n = n1 + n2 + n3 + n4
6 2m1 + 2m2 + 23 + 3(m3 − 3) + 24 + 3(m4 − 4)
= 2m1 + 2m2 + 3(m3 + m4)− (3 + 4)
= m1 + 2m2 + 3m3 + 3m4<m1 + 2m2 + 3m3 + 4m4 + 1
= n;
which is a clear contradiction.
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This lemma implies that m1; m3 or m4 may be zero but m2> 0. Concerning the
lengths of the rst jobs assigned to the machines in the set M2 we can establish the
following lower bound.
Lemma 12. l(P2 [1])> 3=7.
Proof. By Lemma 5, jP2 j is either 2 or 3. By Lemma 11, either 2> 0 or M2\M3 6=
;. At rst, we want to show that
s2 + l(an)< 3=7: (5)
If 2> 0, one of the Pi for some i in the set M2 contains exactly two jobs including
the job with length greater than or equal to P1 [1] by (4). Furthermore, we assumed
that the machines are sorted in descending order of their starting times. Hence, s2 +
l(P1 [1]) + l(an)61. That is, s2 + l(an)61− l(P1 [1])< 3=7 and (5) holds.
If, however, M2 \M3 6= ;, one of the Pi for some i in the set M2 contains exactly
three jobs. Hence, s2 + 3l(an)61, since we assumed that the machines are sorted in
descending order of their starting times. That is, s2 + l(an)61− 2l(an)< 3=7 and (5)
holds.
Note that s2 + l(P2 [1]) + l(P2 [2]) + l(an)> 9=7. Therefore,
s2 + 2l(P2 [1]) + l(an)> 9=7: (6)
Then by Eqs. (5) and (6), 2l(P2 [1])> 6=7. Therefore, the lemma follows.
By Lemmas 8 and 12 we have for all i 2 M2,
l(Pi[1])>l(P2 [1])> 3=7: (7)
The proof for the non-existence of the minimal counterexample is based on the enu-
merative investigation of the schedules P and the P. For this investigation, we further
decompose M2 into three sets M21; M22; M23 and the machine 2. The formal denitions
for these sets are
M21 = fi: si > 2=7; i 2 M2; i 6= 2g;
M22 = fi: si62=7; l(Pi[1]) + l(P2 [1])> 1; i 2 M2; i 6= 2g;
M23 = fi: si62=7; l(Pi[1]) + l(P2 [1])61; i 2 M2; i 6= 2g:
Concerning these denitions, it is important to make the following observations. If
M22 6= ;, for each machine i 2 M22 we have l(Pi[1])>l(P2 [1]) from Eq. (7) and thus
l(Pi[1])> 1=2 since 2l(Pi[1])>l(Pi[1]) + l(P2 [1])> 1 by the denition of M22. Thus
we have for all i 2 M22,
l(Pi[1])>maxf1=2; 1− l(P2 [1])g: (8)
It is also true that for all i 2 M1,
l(Pi[1])> 4=7>maxf1=2; 1− l(P2 [1])g; (9)
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Table 1
Job types and weights
Types Jobs Weights, w(aj) Lengths, l(aj)
X1
S
i2M1 Pi [ fPi[1]: i 2 M22g 2=3 >maxf1=2; 1− l(P2 [1])g
X2
S
i2M23 Pi [ fP2 [1]g 1=2 >l(P2 [1])> 3=7
X3
S
i2M21[M3[M4 Pi [ 1=3 > 2=7
fPi[2]: i 2 M22g [ fP2 [2]; ang
Table 2
Starting time types and weights
Types Machines Weights, ti Starting times, si
D1
S
i2M1[M21 1=3 > 2=7
D2 f1; : : : ; mg −
S
i2M1[M21 0 >0
by Eq. (4) and Lemma 12. From Eqs. (8) and (9), we can see for all i 2 M1 [M22
l(Pi[1])>maxf1=2; 1− l(P2 [1])g: (10)
Also, suppose that M23 6= ;. Then si + l(Pi[1]) + l(P2 [1])69=7 for each machine
i 2 M23 by the denition of M23. This and the fact that P2 [1] is assigned to the
machine 2 instead of the machine i<2; i 2 M23 implies that the job Pi[2] must
have been assigned before the job P2 [1] in the FFD schedule. Therefore, for each
machine i in the set M23, l(Pi[2])>l(P2 [1]) and l(Pi[2])>l(P2 [1])> 3=7 by Lemma
12. Thus we have for all i 2 M23,
l(Pi[1])>l(Pi[2])>l(P2 [1])> 3=7: (11)
Now we will show that the counterexample does not exist. The sketch of the proof is
the following. We classify the starting times of machines into two types and the jobs
into three types according to the lower bounds of their lengths. We assign the weight
w(aj) for each job aj and ti for each starting time si so that all the weights in the FFD
schedule P including the weight of the last job an are summed up to be strictly greater
than m. Next we enumerate all possible cases for each set Pi to contain jobs of various
types depending on its starting time and the length of each job type. Finally we derive
the contradiction by showing that the same summation in the optimum schedule P is
less than or equal to m.
Theorem 2. The minimal counterexample does not exist; namely; r69=7.
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and there exists a minimal counterexample
(J; Sm). We classify the jobs in J into three types and the starting times into two types
based on their locations in P and assign the weight w(aj) for each job aj and ti for
each starting time si as summarized in Tables 1, 2
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Table 3
Upper bounds on ti + w(Pi )
Conguration ti + w(Pi ) Conguration ti + w(P

i )
D1X3X3 1 D2X2X3 5=6
D2X1X3 1 D2X3X3 2=3
D2X2X2 1 D2X3X3X3 1
Note that from (10) the lengths of type-X1 jobs are greater than maxf1=2; 1
− l(P2 [1])g, from Eq. (11) the lengths of type-X2 jobs are greater than or equal
to l(P2 [1])> 3=7 and the lengths of type-X3 jobs are greater than 2=7.
Then it is easy to see that
ti + w(Pi) = 5=6 if i = 2;
> 1 otherwise;
where for any set of jobs S; w(S) is dened to be w(S) =
P
aj2S w(aj). Thus,
X
ti + w(J ) =
mX
i=1
(ti + w(Pi)) + w(an)
>m− 1=6 + 1=3:
That is,X
ti + w(J )>m: (12)
Next, we consider the weights in the optimum schedule P. If machine i has type-D1
starting time, jPi j = 2, since otherwise si + l(Pi ) would become greater than 1. Fur-
thermore, both of the two jobs assigned to this machine must be type-X3, since any
other combination of two jobs would yield si + l(Pi )> 1.
If machine i has type-D2 starting time, Pi may contain two or three jobs. When
jPi j = 2, the possible combinations of two jobs that can be assigned to the set Pi
are the combination of type-X1 and X3, type-X2 and X2, type-X2 and X3, or type-X3
and X3, since all the other combinations would yield si + l(Pi )> 1. When jPi j = 3,
however, the only combination of three jobs that can be assigned to the set Pi is the
combination of three type-X3 jobs.
This enumeration is summarized in Table 3. As we can see in Table 3, there is no
machine whose total weight exceeds 1 in optimal schedule. Hence, the sum of weights
in P can be written as
X
ti + w(J ) =
mX
i=1
(ti + w(Pi ))
6m;
which is a contradiction to Eq. (12). Therefore, the theorem follows.
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